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The latest trend in Gurgaon property rates shows an upswing within the residential property rates.
Since the onset of the slump within the property market over the last few years, the important estate
costs during this region have undergone a downward trend. However currently the slump has shown
signs of truly fizzling out and also the property market is back within the saddle. The common costs
prevailing within the main centers of the town are like this: DLF section V, residences Rs.2500 to
7000 per sq. feet, builder flats 6500 to 7500 and plots 50000 to 65000. These figures were
approximately five-hitter to 100% less concerning half-dozen months ago. Within the South town,
apartment rate per sq. feet is from 3520 to 8000, builder flats 3000 to 5000 and plots ten thousand
to 25000. This worth trend was approximately 100% less concerning half-dozen months ago.

The upward trend of the residential Gurgaon properties can be additional evidenced by an analysis
of the common worth prevailing in different distinguished locations of the metro centre. In Sushant
Lok III, the apartment rate is on a mean from 2000 to 3500, builder flats 2800 to 5000 and plots
25000 to 55000. Approximately one year back, these properties were accessible at concerning
100% to fifteen but these costs. Again, on the Sohna Road location, apartment two hundred to
3500, builder flats 3200 to 4000 and plots 20000 to 40000. Last year December, these properties
were accessible at 8 May 1945 to fifteen but these costs. Within the Palam Vihar space, apartment
3200 to 3500, builder flats 2500 fifty 4000 and plots from 30000 to 35000. Concerning six months
ago these were concerning 100% to 12-tone system but these figures. additional within the HUDA a
pair of locality, apartment 3000 to 6000, builder flats 2500 to 4000 and plots 20000 to 40000.

As aforesaid, the most recent residential Gurgaon properties rates show an upward trend. Not solely
costs, however rental rates additionally show a rise currently. Within the DLF section V, residences
admeasuring around 2000 to 25000 sq. feet have a mean rent of 25000 to 65000 per month and
builder floors from 17000 to 25000. Within the South town space is around ten thousand to 25000
and 15000 to 20000 respectively. a similar reasonably properties within the Sohana Road region
has rent from 13000 to 18000 and 11000 to 17000 respectively. These figures were concerning
100% to fifteen less concerning one year ago. Except for the waning result of the slump, the recent
sophistication in transportation infrastructure has as added a replacement dimension to the property
appreciation during this stretch.
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